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Adalberto Piovano: Walking with God on the Path of Humility (Hospitality 
and Xeniteia)

Levente Balázs Martos: „Come and Eat!” (Jn 21,12) (Jesus as a Host in the 
Gospels of Luke and John)
This study presents an overview of historical development and theological 
complexity regarding the theme of banquet in the gospels  This biblical 
theological theme was developed mostly in the narratives of the Gospels 
of Luke and John  Luke builds upon a traditional topic known from the 
Old Testament and Greek literature, so as to concentrate on Jesus, the 
divine teacher and to strengthen the young church’s missionaries on their 
ways  John uses concise phrases and imagery in order to connect everyday 
experience and the faith in the risen Lord, who feeds his disciples  Jesus was 
a guest on earth, but he has become the divine teacher and host 

Hospitality as Culture and Counterculture (Discussion between Zoltán 
Komálovics, Marcell Mártonffy, Dániel Schmal, and József Tillmann)
In the dialogue on the question of hospitality, the authors approach the 
phenomenon of welcoming a guest from different, sometimes opposite, 
sometimes complementary, angles, drawing on fields of inquiry as different 
as anthropology, sociology, literary criticism and biblical theology  While 
hospitality has always been viewed as an important link inside and outside 
communities, today concerns arise about its validity, strength and capacity  
Does the image of hospitality still provide us with an appropriate tool to 
deal with the most pressing social and political problems of the time? In 
search of an answer, the authors discuss a number of related problems  
How does the relationship between a host and a guest vary across cultures 
and historical periods? How does it relate to the morality of welcoming 
foreigners, immigrants and even the enemy? As a social event limited by 
the constraints of the realities of our daily life, does the meeting between the 
host and the guest have a defined time limit, or does the temporal dimension 
of hospitality contain an incalculable, potentially subversive countercultural 
element to it, something akin to the biblical promise of unlimited openness?

Noémi Saly: Welcome Snacks and Beyond
The renowned Hungarian hospitality used to prescribe for the host to cater 
for every need of the guest as well as to make sure – and conspicuous to 
others – that they stay as long as possible, even if hospitality verged on force-
feeding during the process  Today, traces of this tradition can only be found 
in the countryside; however, its roots are still alive deep in our culture  It 
has its parallels all around the world, as Marcel Mauss famous work The 
Gift suggests  One of the closest of these cognate phenomena is the ancient 
Roman hospitality, the core concept of which, hospes, signified both host and 
enemy at the same time, suggesting, perhaps, that hospes is to be conquered 
anyway 

András Lengyel: Marginality and Counterculture
The essay examines three distinct, nevertheless coherent provinces of any 
cultural domain, arguing that – within a culture – the mainstream forms an 
indivisible system with both its counterculture and its periphery  Periphery 
is where forces of the mainstream are still present but in a weakened form 
of no regulative power  Counterculture also forms and defines itself on 
the margins, but as a viable alternative to the mainstream  If reinforced, 



it can easily replace mainstream as it happened when the Hungarian 
counterculture of the Nyugat-school became the primary representative of 
the standard literary canon  These three provinces bear dissimilar features 
not only in the positions but also in their inner structures 

Experiences of Silence (An Interview with Zsuzsa Takács by Sándor Bazsányi)
There is a gap, or, rather, an abyss, between total silence and continuous 
talking in every speech situation, which plays a central role in Zsuzsa Takács’ 
lyrical and prosaic works  This gap or abyss is one of her most important 
themes and the very space of poetry  Takács’ poems, short stories, and 
essays all linger in this area, where the key concepts are pain, suffering, loss, 
unhappiness, and loneliness 

Zsolt Miklósvölgyi: „…transparent frames, gaps, crossings, strips, and inter-
sections…” Literary Spaces and Forms in the Novels of Péter Nádas
The essay aims to conduct a spatial-centered analysis of Péter Nádas’ liter-
ary texts with particular focus on his renowned novel Parallel Stories (Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, New York, 2010), originally published in 2005  Parallel 
Stories is not only a highlight of Nádas’ works but also that of contemporary 
Hungarian and European literature  It prompts us to review our traditional 
methods of interpreting literature, culture, and history  The key objective of 
the essay, therefore, is to analyse the book according to spatial and poetical 
concepts (i e  transparency, topology, grid-structure) deriving both from the 
rhetorical and narrative structure of the book, as well as from its complex 
references to modern architecture and design 

Miklós Györffy: The Pain of a Lost Moth (W. G. Sebald: Austerlitz)
The essay examines the aspects of the loss of identity and the lack of identity 
in W  G  Sebald’s novel Austerlitz  The narrator – mostly identical with the au-
thor, also a émigré from Germany to England – befriends himself in Antwerp 
with the then 35-year-old art historian Austerlitz, who, in turn addresses long 
and convoluted monologues to the narrator during their numerous encoun-
ters over the years, revealing, however, very little of himself, due to an aching 
lack of self-knowledge  The essay traces back Austerlitz’ path in the maze of 
his lack of memories, identity, or home  

Ágnes Kovács: Gray series (Photo series of Károly Schmal in the 70’s)
The present paper aims at placing Károly Schmal and his works within the 
traditions of Hungarian art of the seventies, highlighting his apt and revolu-
tionary use of fine art photography, conceptual art, and “sensual conceptual-
ism”  A special attention is paid for “sensual conceptualism” and its visual 
aspects in the oeuvre, with particular regard to the presence of gray  The 
author exploits cinematic analogies to interpret the specific gray color that 
appears in “sensual conceptualism” 

Poems by Gábor Schein, Vince Fekete, and Attila Jász 
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A zsoltárokban imádsággá érlelt élettapasztalat minden is-

tenkereső ember számára útmutató és útitárs lehet, hogy újra 
meg újra visszataláljon élete szilárd alapjához  Bár a keresztény 
lelkiséget töretlen, évezredes hagyomány köti a Zsoltárok köny-
véhez, a benne olvasható imádságok elsajátítása mindannyiunk 
számára fáradságos feladat 

Ezt szeretné megkönnyíteni a héber eredetiből fordított mo-
dern szöveg, amelynek elkészültéhez a fordító mindennapos 
szerzetesi tapasztalata és zsoltározási gyakorlata adja a hátteret 
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